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Dedicated DR   
Support Expertise
Rest easy knowing your data and 
environment is protected with a 
dedicated team of Verinext data 
protection experts ready to rapidly 
recover your environment when and 
where it’s needed. 

Cost Efficient OpEx  
Pricing Model
Get cost-efficient, pay-as-you-use, 
disaster recovery delivered as-
a-service from our modern HPE 
GreenLake secure edge to cloud 
platform and avoid the high capital 
expense of managing your own 
offsite datacenter.

Secure Geo-Separated 
Replication
Assure compliance and business 
continuity with access to our 
multiple, secure data centers which 
are geographically separated and 
replicated for true availability no 
matter the disaster event. 

Your business-critical data, applications and systems need the protection that comes from always-
on disaster recovery. At Verinext, we deliver the managed disaster recovery-as-a-service (DRaaS) 
solution that will reliably protect your environment with the rapid and reliable recovery you need, 
when you need it.

Compliant, secure and fully managed by data protection experts, and with options including private and public cloud, 
Verinext Managed Disaster Recovery Services will deliver the real-time replication you need to minimize downtime and 
ensure business availability without fail. 

CONFIDENCE IN THE FACE OF THE UNEXPECTED
Enterprises need confidence knowing their data is consistently available in the face of disaster - no matter what. Yet, 
building a secondary disaster recovery datacenter site is costly and complex, and may not be as secure as you may think. 
DRaaS is an ideal alternative. A cloud-hosted solution, DRaaS offers a cost-effective, subscription-based service for data 
failover when hardware failures, natural disasters or ransomware impacts the primary data center. 

Verinext is an expert in delivering DRaaS for the always-on data reliability digital businesses need. Compliant, secure and 
fully managed by data protection experts, Verinext Managed Disaster Recovery Services can initiate a failover within 
minutes so business productivity is maintained and continuity assured. 

YOUR DATA, RIGHT WHEN YOU NEED IT
Verinext Managed Disaster Recovery Services will protect you from data loss and help ensure your data is available 
right when you need it. Ideal for ransomware protection as well as disaster preparedness, it features a modern DRaaS 
architecture that simplifies recovery management, shortens recovery times and helps you meet security and compliance 
requirements. 
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VERINEXT: MANAGING DATA FOR YOU

In the modern world of continuous cybersecurity threats, a comprehensive data management
and protection strategy is essential to providing fast recovery in the event of an incident.

Finding and retaining the talent that can recover an enterprise at scale is very difficult. Backing up data is easy. Effective 
recovery when needed is a difficult problem for most enterprises to solve. With over 15 years in providing data protection 
and data resiliency managed services, Verinext provides white-glove, expert capabilities to medium and large enterprises.

Find out more about how Verinext can help you solve this critical need and provide peace of mind.

Visit verinext.com today. 

DISASTER READINESS HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER
Protect your critical workloads and become failover-ready with Managed Disaster Recovery Services from Verinext. Have 
business continuity at your fingertips with the peace of mind knowing your data is not only protected, but recovery-ready, 
with managed precision 24/7. 

Key benefits of Verinext Managed Disaster Recovery Services include: 

Customized response and recovery SLAs

Elimination of break fix interruptions

Ensured security and compliance best practices

Geo-redundancy for natural disaster protection

Ready “out of the box” with storage, networking and access

Fully monitored and managed 24/7

No capital investments with simplified billing options

Agile and scalable to grow with changing business demands

Multiple targets available – including private cloud, public cloud, and secondary datacenters


